
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: USDINR has been resilient on the face of bear onslaught on the US Dollar overseas. The reason could 

RBI. Central bank may have been mopping up dollars, via forwards and spot market. As long as that bid remains 

firm, this pair has a floor in place, around 74.45/50 region on spot, which also happens to be a significant level 

for traders of technical signal, as it was the 2018 all the time high and now support. Therefore, as long as the 

risk-on remains the dominant theme, a low volatile and choppy range can continue, with 74.50/60 acting as a 

strong floor on spot and 75.00 to 75.25 acting as a strong supply zone. Unless, risk sentiment deteriorates 

significantly, it may be difficult for USDINR to sustain above 75.20/25 levels on spot. For this week, option OI 

may offer some clue. With call writers congregating at 75 handle, this level should pose stiff resistance for the 

week. Therefore, for now, it remains a play between 74.50/60 and 75.00/75.10 levels on spot. Focus on ratio 

spreads to earn premium by selling options. 

 

 
 
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EUR: Out of the past 12 sessions, EURUSD has scaled a new daily high in 10 out of those. On one hand it is nice 

to be on right side of the trend as I have bullish on this pair since end May. However, it also means, that scope 

of consolidation has increased substantially. Therefore, carrying overnight longs is no longer enticing. Hence, I 

am sticking to intra-day long bets whenever the opportunity presents itself. EURINR remained buoyant due to 

recovery in USDINR. 

 

 
 

GBP: GBP is being driven by interplay of factors: (i) trend in global equity markets: positive correlation with 

equity (ii) trend of USD against majors (iii) trade deal headlines: mostly negative as of now (iv) BoE monetary 

policy stance: any hint of NIRP is quite negative for GBP. Out of the four, trade deal is now on backseat and 

chatter around BoE has died down. Therefore, it a combination of better risk appetite and soft US Dollar which 

is driving cable towards 1.30 levels. However, the market has not given up hope of a deal as headlines suggest 

that both the EU and UK have signalled that the range of disagreements is narrowing, potentially clearing the 

way for a deal in September or at the very latest October. EU has signalled a willingness to drop its demand that 

the UK accepts future EU state-aid rules and the oversight of the European Court of Justice (ECJ), but in exchange 

it wants the UK to sign up to a “shared philosophy” on future subsidy policy. Both sides have to work towards 

an agreement on the contentious issue of fishing right in the waters of UK. This is another reason why on days 

when risk assets come under pressure, GBPUSD does not fall off the cliff. GBPINR is enjoying the sun as a floor 

under USDINR is auguring well for it. For the day, buy on decline remains the trade with adequate stop losses. 

 

 

 

JPY:  Yesterday, JPYINR closed above 71.00 handle, thanks to weakness in USDJPY. JPYINR will run into supply as 

it gets closer to 71.50/60 zone. However, upward momentum is intact as long as prices hold above 70.60 levels 

and not close below it. Therefore, buy on decline is advised above 70.60.    

 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

USDINR 74.60          74.50          74.90                75.10                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

EURINR 87.40          87.00          88.00                88.30                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

GBPINR 96.40          96.00          97.20                97.50                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

JPYINR 71.00          70.70          71.40                71.80                



 

MACRO VIEW: 

 

Just 24 hours before its monetary policy announcement, US central bank The Federal Reserve extended most of 

its emergency lending programs by three months, through the remainder of 2020, to help an economy still 

struggling with the coronavirus pandemic. Since mid-March, the Fed has opened nine emergency programs 

aimed at pumping liquidity into short-term credit markets and extending credit to businesses and local 

governments. The facilities have the potential to deploy trillions of dollars, but so far have only about $100 billion 

in loans outstanding, partly because credit markets are running smoothly. Therefore Fed’s program is more like 

a backstop that thought would not be tapped but remains there to offer support to markets. That is how 

emergency programs should be of central banks. Fed role as a dealer and lender of last resort has worked well. 

However, Fed may not be looking to turn away from the easy money policies just yet.  

 

Though economy has rebounded but the virus situation is far from under control and the politicians are 

wrangling over the next stimulus bill. The emergency unemployment benefits are expiring and can make a dent 

in consumer demand in the coming months. Therefore, at a time like Fed may continue to remain overly dovish 

and it may hint at more easing if the need arise. A dovish Fed, increasing fiscal expenditure from US government 

and rising political risk going into the elections are factors that can continue to drag the US Dollar lower. Yes, 

there will be corrective rallies in the US Dollar along the way as markets seldom move in a straight line but those 

rallies may prove tenuous as the structural theme remains negative for the US Dollar. 

 

MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 

 

• US central bank meeting @ 11:30 pm IST. Important for all major currency pairs. 

 

 
PRICE ACTION ANALYTICS: 
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